Abstract-Modern layered or scalable video coding technologies generate a video bit stream with various inter layer dependencies due to references between the layers. This work proposes a method for extending forward error correction (FECs) codes following dependency structures within the media. The proposed layer-aware FEC (L-FEC) generates repair symbols so that protection of less important dependency layers can be used with protection of more important layers for combined error correction. The L-FEC approach is exemplary applied to rateless LT and Raptor codes. Gains for more important layers can be achieved without increasing the total FEC code rate. The performance gain of the L-FEC is shown by simulation results with receiver-driven layered multicast transmission using scalable video coding (SVC) with a Raptor-based L-FEC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Media transmission is affected by information loss due to transmission errors on channels without Quality of Service (QoS). Due to the multifaceted dependency structure of modern video codecs like H.264/AVC or especially the scalable video coding extension of H.264/AVC (SVC) [1] , the effect of losses on the decoded video quality mainly depends on which parts of the video bit stream get lost.
Forward error correction (FEC) technologies are typically used to reduce losses on multicast or broadcast channels without feedback. Many protection schemes have been proposed addressing this issue like unequal error protection (UEP) [2] or priority encoding transmission (PET) [3] . Both examples give more protection to more important (lower) video layers. But first, the dependencyaware approach in [4] shows, that generating protection for less important (higher) layers over all depending layers can show an additional gain in protection for the referenced and more important layers. The proposed layer-aware FEC (L-FEC) approach additionally considers the presence of quality layers of a scalable video codec and the dependencies of multiple dimensions of quality. The results presented in this work show, that the L-FEC approach can be very beneficial in transmission schemes, where multiple layers of a scalable video stream are transmitted separately and the protection must be independently decodable of different layers as e.g. in a receiver driven layered multicast (RLM) [5] scenario.
Rateless codes have attracted attention during the last years. Some work was published using the Raptor as the most efficient rateless code, which has been recently adopted by 3GPP, 3GPP2 and DVB-H. In [6] , the rateless behavior is used in a receiver driven scenario, where multiple servers help to overcome congestion problems in the network. Whereas in [7] , the rateless codes are used in a peer-to-peer environment.
II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

A. Dependency Structures In Modern Video Codecs
In modern video codecs, various dependency structures can be present. One important dependency structure is introduced by motion compensation, where a picture reference e.g. from the past is used to predict another picture. If a reference picture or a part of the reference picture is lost, the pictures using the reference are also affected. Therefore, the first picture in a sequence of pictures that references pictures from the past is the most important one. A loss of such a picture typically affects all succeeding pictures in some way. Hence, it is desirable to protect as many pictures as possible in such a chain of dependencies.
Another set of dependency structures is introduced by the layered video coding of SVC, where a base layer is referenced by one or more enhancement layers. Such an enhancement layer can be further referenced by other enhancement layers and so on. Fig. 1 depicts a simple dependency structure in a SVC media stream with successive dependency layers. Let l be the identifier of a layer out of 0 to L − 1, where l = 0 is the base layer, l = 1 identifies the first enhancement layer referencing the base layer and so on up to the highest layer l = L − 1. In SVC, the loss of a layer x typically leads to corrupt decoding results for any layers l > x referencing x. SVC allows scalability dimensions as spatial (resolution), temporal (frame rate) or fidelity (SNR quality) scalability. A combination of those results into multidimensional dependency structures within the media bit stream. Other scalable dimensions like bit-depth scaling, or multi-view coding can add additional dependencies.
B. Forward Error Correction
Today's FEC protection schemes do not take potentially multiple dependencies in (scalable) video bit streams into account. In existing schemes, typically for a number of k source symbols, a number of p = n − k redundancy symbols are generated, where n is the code word length and p the number of redundancy or parity symbols. The code rate c of the resulting bit stream is defined by c = k n . Let us assume using an optimal FEC code, i.e. each number of erasures of symbols smaller or equal
This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the ICC 2008 proceedings. to p can be recovered. Even, when using more FEC redundancy symbols (stronger protection) for the more important layers like applied in UEP, there is no guarantee that in any error condition the reconstruction of relatively better protected layers is of higher probability than the reconstruction of less protected layers. If a lower layer is lost, higher enhancement layers cannot be decoded due to missing references as depicted in Fig. 1 . In this example, layer 1 is lost at time t due to transmission errors, so that layers with l > 1 can not be decoded. Unlike using the proposed layer-aware approach, the successfully received FEC redundancy symbols of the enhancement layers are useless.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section III describes the principles of layer-aware FEC generation. The multidimensional layer-aware FEC approach is outlined in section IV. After an introduction to rateless codes in section V we show the proposed layer-aware extension of such codes in section VI. In section VII, we show selected simulation results and conclude in section VIII with a summary and an outlook.
III. PRINCIPLE OF LAYER-AWARE FEC
The idea of the layer-aware FEC (L-FEC) is to generate redundancy over layers in a media stream following existing dependencies. Resulting redundancy symbols in higher layers also protect lower layers and all redundancy symbols in the same dependency path can be used for combined error correction. A dependency path contains all dependent layers for decoding a particular layer in order of importance. Due to the additional dependencies of e.g. SVC, redundancy symbols of higher layers are useless without decoded lower layers. But with L-FEC, these redundancy symbols can be used with the symbols of the lower layer for combined FEC decoding. Fig. 2 depicts the L-FEC generation. After partitioning of the media bit stream into L quality layers, redundancy symbols (FEC 0) of the lowest layer l = 0 are generated by FEC coding technique T . Considering existing dependency structure between layers, redundancy symbols of the enhancement layer l = x are calculated incorporating source symbols of all lower layers l < x. I.e. L-FEC 1 (layer l = 1) symbols are generated over source symbols of layer l = 0 and layer l = 1. Furthermore, L-FEC 2 (layer l = 2) symbols are generated over source symbols
...
Generation of L-FEC over one dimension of dependency of layer l = 0, layer l = 1 and layer l = 2 and so on up to L-FEC L − 1, which is generated over source symbols of all layers l = 0 to L − 1. Note, that the total number of redundancy symbols remains constant and redundancy symbols of different layers but the same dependency path can be jointly used.
IV. MULTIDIMENSIONAL L-FEC
The L-FEC approach can be also extended to dependency structures in multiple dimensions of SVC. Fig. 3 depicts the generation of redundancy symbols along multiple dependency paths. There are three dependency dimensions, D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , according to the temporal, spatial and fidelity dimensions in SVC. In each dimension D i , several layers l Di are present where the arrows represent the dependencies. In this example, each layer depends on all lower layers of the same dimension and partially on the layers of other dimensions. All redundancy symbols F EC l D1 l D2 l D3 are generated over all depending layers. The redundancy symbols within a particular dependency path can be jointly used for correcting all source symbols of that path. The base layer, e.g., is included in all FEC symbols. Hence, there are multiple paths where redundancy symbols can be jointly used for correcting errors in the base layer. In the one-dimensional case, as described in section III, the L-FEC approach allows for the joint use of symbols within one dimension. That is, FEC 200, FEC 100, and FEC 000 can be jointly used for decoding source symbols in dimension D 1 up to the maximum layer FEC X00 used for FEC generation. In the multidimensional case, FEC 111, FEC 110, FEC 010, FEC 100, and FEC 000 can be jointly used for correcting errors in all dimensions up to the maximum layer used for L-FEC generation.
V. RATELESS ERROR CORRECTION CODES
A rateless or fountain code can produce a theoretical infinite number n of encoding symbols (ESs) from a limited number k of source symbols (SSs) with low complexity due to sparse coding matrices. For successful decoding, the number of received symbols, ES rec must fulfill equation (1), where λ stands for the required decoding overhead in terms of symbols, which depends on the used FEC technique T .
This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the ICC 2008 proceedings. The difficulty in designing rateless codes lies in developing methods for producing a theoretical infinite number of unique sets of XOR combinations P . I.e. the selection of the XOR combination sets shall provide a balance between source symbol coverage and sparse matrix allocation affecting the value of λ and coding complexity. First practical solution of rateless code was proposed in 2002 with the Luby Transform (LT) code [8] . The input data is divided in k source symbols, each of size t. Generation of ESs is done by computing for each encoding symbol ES i a different XOR combination out of d source symbols defined by the set P i . Here, the number of included source symbols d is called degree. Each set P i is randomly generated from a suitable degree distribution where i denotes the unique identification number (ESI) which is used as the seed for a pseudo-random generator for reconstructing the equation at the decoder. The ESI number is passed to the decoder along with the encoding symbol. The different XOR combination vectors P 0 , . . . , P n−1 build the LT encoding matrix G LT which also appears as G LT 0 in the matrix depicted in Fig. 4 .
Each ES i of matrix row and ESI number i is generated by XOR'ing all SSs with a Boolean 1 in the P i s. The complete encoding operation can be also expressed as:
At the receiver side, XOR combinations P i can be recovered by the ESIs i rec ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} of received encoding symbols ES rec . If the set of received encoding symbols results in at least k linear independent XOR combinations, k source symbols can be recovered by solving the resulting system of equations.
For simulation results, we used the more efficient Raptor code proposed in [9] . The Raptor code increases the coding efficiency by concatenating the LT-code with an additional pre-code so that the coverage-constraint of the source symbols for LT encoding is softened and a sparser matrix G LT with lower degree d can be constructed. For simplification, we describe in section VI the layer-aware extensions of the LT code. Note, that this is also applicable on the Raptor code, because the code modifications are only applied to the LT generator matrix which is also included in the Raptor code generation. For detailed description of the Raptor code, we refer to [10] .
VI. RATELESS L-FEC
To apply the L-FEC approach with the LT-code, the encoding matrix G LT has to be modified for incorporating all dependency layers following the L-FEC approach.
The standard LT encoding matrix G LT has the dimension k × n. To extend the XOR'ing area of the matrix to lower layers and to keep the code rate constant, the generator matrix G LT m of layer m has to be extended over all SSs of lower layers l ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1} to a ( m l=0 k l ) × n matrix G LayLT (m). This can be achieved by concatenating the encoding matrices G LT l of the lower layers with the encoding matrix G LT m of layer m:
This procedure allows the use of standard LT coding algorithms, which provide an efficient degree distribution. To avoid repeated XOR combinations P , the extension matrices G * LT 0 , . . . , G * LT (m−1) are generated with unused ESI numbers. This is possible, since the theoretically unlimited number of producible encoding symbols. Fig. 4 depicts layered LT encoding matrices G LT 0 and G LayLT (1) for exemplary two layers. Note that the proposed extension can be also applied to multiple layers and dimensions. For simplification but without the loss of generality, we show the matrix for one dimension and two layers only.
Encoding symbols of layer l = 0 are generated as defined by the standard LT code. The associated encoding matrix G LT 0 corresponds to the standard encoding matrix, where each row consists of XOR'ing sets P 0 , . . . , P n0−1 which are generated using ESI numbers i = 0, . . . , n 0 − 1 as random seeds. For the encoding symbol generation of layer l = 1, the standard matrix G LT 1 is concatenated with matrix G * LT 0 . In the latter matrix, each XOR'ing set P i is built with successive new ESI numbers i = This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the ICC 2008 proceedings. 
Thus the encoding symbols of layer l = 1 represent XOR combinations of both layers. The encoding symbols can be furthermore used for decoding the lower layer l = 0 following the L-FEC approach. Compared to standard LT coding the number of output symbols n = n 0 + n 1 and the resulting bit rate remains constant.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Performance of layer-aware Raptor
The efficiency of a rateless code can be measured by the additional symbol overhead λ necessary for a successfull decoding process according to equation (1) . The following results show that the proposed modifications of Raptor code has the same or even a slightly better decoding probability than the standard Raptor code. For the simulations, the Raptor encoding software which refers to the proposed implementation in [12] is extended to the L-FEC approach.
Two layers are created for comparison of the standard Raptor and the layer-aware Raptor code. Layer l = 0 consists of k 0 = 500 source symbols and the enhancement layer l = 1 of k 1 = 600 source symbols. The enhancement layer depends on the base layer. The source symbol size is t = 48 bytes. Additional redundancy symbols p are added to the Raptor fountain n = k 0 + k 1 + p. Furthermore, random packet losses are simulated over the entire bit stream. The available Raptor symbols are used for the decoding process. The X-axis in Fig. 5 shows the overhead in terms of available overhead symbols λ. The Y-axis show the percentage of simulation runs in case the lowest layer can be successfully decoded. In the "StandardRaptor" setting we simulated only the layer l = 0 with p 0 = 100 additional redundancy symbols, i.e. the Raptor fountain consists in total of n 0 = 600 symbols. The "L-FEC Raptor" setting uses both layers, whereas the 100 redundancy symbols are generated over layer l = 1 and layer l = 0 . In each simulation run 90 to 100 symbols of the Raptor fountain are pseudo randomly lost and each simulation is performed 1000 times. The random seeds for both settings are identical. The simulation results are depicted in Fig. 5 .
The results show, that the layer-aware Raptor approach slightly increases the decoding probability of layer l = 0.
The additional XOR connections in lower layers using the L-FEC increase the source symbol coverage of the lower layers. Therefore the layer-aware approach increases the decoding probability and decreases the required overhead λ as similarly observed in [11] .
B. Layer-aware Raptor in receiver-driven layered multicast
In this section, we present selected results for video transmission in a simulated receiver-driven wireless multicast environment, where the protection is transmitted along with the source bits. A Gilbert-Elliot (GE) model is used as statistical model for simulation of burst losses in wireless channels [13] , where the receiver is moving with a certain velocity. The media stream is mapped on transmission blocks (TBs) each of size 186 bytes.
In the simulated GE model, we used an average error burst length of 50 TBs, whereas the loss rate in terms of TBs is varied throughout the simulation. The receivers are virtually connected to a wireless multicast channel, e.g. DVB-H, which provides multiple layers of different video qualities. Each client requests the scalable layers which provide either a signal that the device is capable or chooses to process.
We present results for the SOCCER sequence at QVGA resolution, at maximum 30 frames per second and a duration of 60 seconds. The sequence is encoded using the SVC reference software JSVM 8.8 with a H.264 base layer at temporal resolution 7.5 Hz, a temporal enhancement layer at 30 Hz and one SNR fidelity enhancement layer. We used a group-of-picture (GOP) size of 16 and one I-frame at the beginning. We used combined temporal and fidelity scalability, which provides multiple quality layers over multiple dimensions of scalability, i.e. the operation points of the different layers are shown in Tab. I. Using these layers, we defined RLM settings with two and four quality layers (QL) which can e.g. be used for bit rate adaption. The settings are protected by two different systematic error protection schemes. The 'FEC' scheme provides equal protection for each layer in terms of code rate, whereas the 'UEP' scheme uses an unequal error protection scheme, i.e. the code rate decreases or protection increases with increasing importance of a layer. The quality layer allocation schemes, the simulated code rates for each layer beginning from the left side with media layer 0 and the resulting total bit rate are presented in Tab. II. Note, that each setting has in total the same bit rate.
In the conducted simulations, we compared the proposed L-FEC approach with the standard FEC generation. Since the RLM approach requires independently decodable layers, using standard FEC the redundancy for each layer is generated separately. The different FEC generation for standard and layer-aware FEC is shown in Fig. 6, i .e. the L-FEC always incorporates all depending quality layers.
The results of 200 test runs are depicted in Fig. 7 , where
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In case of lost frames, we used a freeze frame error concealment, where the last decoded frame is repeated until the next frame is decodable. Note, that layer-aware Raptor is better or at least equal to the performance of the standard FEC, i.e. the across layer FEC generation follows existing dependencies. We used quality layer settings with 2 and 4 QLs. In all settings the L-FEC approach shows a better PSNR performance due to the additional protection from upper layers to lower layers, i.e. the base layer with standard FEC has a lower protection as compared to the L-FEC. The UEP schemes show the best performance for the standard and L-FEC approach. Using the L-FEC, the FEC and UEP settings show a similar behavior. This is due to the combined decoding ability. The more QLs exist, the worser is the error robustness at lower loss rates. First at higher loss rates, e.g. at loss rate 0.35, the 4QL settings outperforms the 2QL settings. Similar results can be found in [4] , where due to the higher number of QLs a gain can be observed first at a very high loss rate.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose the layer-aware FEC (L-FEC) approach. The L-FEC generates redundancy symbols incorporating multidimensional dependency structures of quality layers in modern media codecs like H.264 SVC. The L-FEC approach enhances the protection capability Fig. 7 . Simulation results for transmission of different layer and protection settings in a receiver-driven layered multicast scenario for the incorporated layers without increasing bit rate. We applied the L-FEC approach to LT and Raptor code. Simulation results in a receiver driven layered multicast scenario show that L-FEC approach shows a significant gain in terms of PSNR compared to a standard unequal error protection scheme.
